Appendix E

SAMPLE NOTAM TEXT – ITEM E

The following text samples for NOTAM Item E are provided for consideration by States and to facilitate harmonization:

Title of NOTAMs: COVID-19 – RESUMING NORMAL (or LIMITED) OPERATIONS

- TRANSITION TO NORMAL (or LIMITED) OPERATIONS IN THE [XXXX] FIR/S WILL COMMENCE AT [Date and Time]

- TRANSITION TO NORMAL (or LIMITED) OPERATIONS IN [XXXX] AD WILL COMMENCE AT [Date and Time]

- [Name/code] AD IS/ARE OPN FOR INTL FLIGHTS STARTING FROM [Date and Time]

- [Name/code] AD IS/ARE OPN FOR INTL FLIGHTS STARTING FROM [Date and Time] EXC FROM [STATE] DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION. THIS RESTRICTION DOES NOT AFFECT THE FOLLOWING FLIGHTS:

  1-ACFT IN STATE OF EMERGENCY.
  2-CARGO FLIGHTS.
  3-TECHNICAL LANDING.
  4-HUMANITARIAN/MEDEVAC/REPATRIATION FLIGHTS.
  5-UNITED NATIONS FLIGHTS.
  6-DOMESTIC FLIGHTS.

- ALL FLIGHTS OPERATING IN THE [XXXX FIR/S] PRIOR TO [TIME] SHALL FLIGHT PLAN AND OPERATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS PROMULGATED IN [LIST OF EXISTING CONTINGENCY ROUTE NOTAMS FOR THE FIR/S].

- FLIGHTS PLANNED TO OPERATE IN THE [XXXX FIR/S] AT OR AFTER [TIME] SHALL FLIGHT PLAN VIA STANDARD NON-CONTINGENCY ATS ROUTES AS PUBLISHED IN [STATE NAME] AIP.

- FLIGHTS OPERATING WITHIN [XXXX] FIR SHALL NOT SUBMIT IN-FLIGHT RE-FILE OF FLIGHT PLANS OR REQUEST TACTICAL RE-ROUTING TO NORMAL ROUTES OR TRACK SHORTENING, EXCEPT ONLY IN CASES OF EMERGENCY OR DIVERSION FOR LANDING AT AERODROMES OTHER THAN FLIGHT PLANNED.

- FLIGHT CREWS SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THERE MAY BE MIXED CONTINGENCY ROUTE/LEVEL AND NON-CONTINGENCY ROUTE/LEVEL OPERATIONS IN THEIR VICINITY DURING THE TRANSITION TO NORMAL OPERATIONS.

-END-